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Abstract: This paper presents the engineering properties of a lightweight-foamed
glass aggregate (LWA-FG) for consideration as a lightweight fill material for use in
retaining structure, embankment, highway, and bridge abutment construction in the
United States. A laboratory study was conducted to evaluate the effect of compaction
energy on the gradation, compression and direct shear strength of LWA-FG produced
in the United States by Aero Aggregates, LLC. Dry and wet particle-size analyses
were conducted before and after each of the engineering property tests to determine
the amount of particle breakage due to the crushing effect of the impact and vibratory
compaction, static compression, and/or direct shear testing. The results indicate the
normally uniformly graded LWA-FG (as produced) transforms into an increasingly
well graded material as a function of increasing compactive effort, static loading, and
shear conditions.
Therefore, the engineering properties of unit weight,
compressibility, and shear strength of the LWA-FG are directly influenced by the
amount of particle breakage and changes in particle distribution during processing.
Useful laboratory test data for comparison to field observations and measured field
performance are provided from this limited study.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the 1980’s foamed glass production was started in Switzerland and Germany
using cleaned recycled glass. Lightweight-foamed glass aggregates (LWA-FG) were
originally produced in Scandinavia during the 1990’s for use as a thermal barrier in
road construction. LWA-FG has been successfully used in building and infrastructure
construction in Europe for more than 20 years. Current civil engineering challenges
include construction on soft soils, reduction in lateral earth pressures, decreased loads
on structures and protection of underground utilities. LWA-FG are being positioned
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to address a lot of these challenges due to their lightweight, high frictional strength,
thermal insulation, and free draining properties as a sustainable solution based on the
beneficial reuse of glass containers.
Work by Betti et al. (2014) on two types of LWA-FG manufactured by the Misapor
A/G company shows there is significant particle breakage of the LWA-FG through
the use of gyratory compaction. The materials tested were similar in gradation but had
different bulk unit densities ranging from 400 to 460 kg/m3 (24.9 to 28.7 pcf). There
was an increase in dry unit weight with increased compactive effort as well as an
increase in California Bearing Ratio (CBR) up to an optimum value between 60 to
120 cycles of gyration. Arulrajah et al. (2015) conducted testing on LWA-FG
material which was provided by a supplier in Melbourne, Australia. Their studies
focused on evaluating the engineering and environmental properties of the LWA-FG.
Their work showed that the LWA-FG had satisfactory engineering and environmental
properties which indicated that the material would be ideal for its use as a lightweight
fill material. A summary of their key results are presented in Table 1.
This paper will present select engineering properties of LWA-FG for consideration
as a lightweight fill material for use in retaining structures, embankments, highway,
and bridge abutment construction in the United States. A preliminary laboratory study
was conducted to evaluate the effect of compaction energy on the gradation,
compression (consolidation), and direct shear strength behavior of LWA-FG. In the
study, dry and wet particle-size analyses were conducted before and after several of
the engineering property tests to determine the amount of particle breakage due to the
crushing effect of the impact and vibratory compaction, static compression, and/or
direct shear testing.
TABLE 1. Key results of lightweight fill material (Arulrajah et al. (2015))
Engineering Parameters
D10 (mm)
D30 (mm)
D60 (mm)
Cu
Cc
Gravel sized particles (4.75 – 40 mm (%))
Sand sized particles (0.075 – 4.75 mm (%))
Clay/Silt sized particles (< 0.075 mm (%))
Minimum dry density (kg/m3)
Maximum dry density (kg/m3)
Peak cohesion by direct shear under normal
stresses of 10 to 40 kPa (kPa)
Peak friction angle by direct shear under
normal stresses of 10 to 40 kPa (degrees)
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0.13
1.2
20.6
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0.53
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2
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2. TESTING
T
PROGRAM
P
M
Materials
2.1M
The
T LWA-FG
G material that was ussed in this study was m
manufactureed by Aero
Agg
gregates, LL
LC (Aero Ag
ggregates), Bensalem,
B
Peennsylvania, one of the first United
States (USA) based
b
companies to pro
oduce LWA
A-FG from 1100% recyclled glass in
resp
ponse to the
t
growing
g needs an
nd increaseed requirem
ments for lightweight
con
nstruction materials.
m
Fiigure 1 pressents a typiccal example of the LW
WA-FG after
pro
oduction. Som
me typical values
v
proviided by the manufacturrer indicate the particle
sizee ranges from
m 10 to 60 mm
m (0.39 to
o 2.36 in) annd has a bullk density off 210 kg/m3
(13.1 pcf). A typical partticle size diistribution oof the LWA
A-FG providded by the
man
nufacturer iss presented in
i Figure 2.

FIG
G. 1. Typica
al example of
o the LWA
A-FG after p
production.
Th
he manufaccturer provid
ded two (2
2) 0.21-m3 (55-gal) barrrels of thee LWA-FG
matterial for evaluation. Upon receeipt of the material, thhe bulk sam
mples were
thoroughly mix
xed and split down into desirable saample sizes.. The follow
wing ASTM
stan
ndard practicces were useed to preparee the LWA-F
FG for testinng ASTM C7702/C702M
(20
011a) and ASTM
A
D75
5/D75M (20
014a). Afte r sample ppreparation, the initial
moisture conteent was measured
m
fo
ollowing AS
STM D22116 (2010), grain size
w
determiined followiing ASTM C
C136/136M
M (2006) andd the initial
disttributions were
bulk density waas measured
d following ASTM
A
C1277 (2012a) onn the as-receeived LWAm
rs data. Thhe average moisture ccontent was
FG to comparre to the manufacturer
a the averrage bulk deensity was ddetermined tto be 227.2
deteermined to be 1.06% and
kg/m3 (14.2 pccf). Three sieve
s
analysses were perrformed folllowing the dry sieving
metthod on the LWA-FG an
nd are preseented in Figuure 2 along w
with the typiical particle
sizee distribution
n provided by
b the manu
ufacturer. Figgure 2 show
ws the material that was
pro
ovided for ev
valuation haas a finer grrain size theen the typicaal data proviided by the
man
nufacturer with
w particle size ranging
g from 10 to 30 mm (0.339 to 1.18 inn) but is still
a very
v
uniform
mly graded material. Th
his differennce in gradaation also suupports the
incrrease in the bulk
b
unit weeight from 210 kg/m3 (133.1 pcf) to 2227.2 kg/m3 (14.2 pcf) a
chaange of appro
oximately on
ne (1) pcf.
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FIG
G. 2. Particle size distribution of th
he as-receivved LWA-F
FG material compared
with
h the manuffacturer’s tyypical data..
2.2Testing Metthodology
A testing prog
gram was deeveloped to evaluate thee change in pparticle size distribution
as a function off the effect of
o compactio
on energy (iimpact and vvibratory), ccompression
(sustained static compression and creep
p) and direcct shear behaavior. In thee study, dry
and
d wet particle-size analy
yses were conducted afteer each of thhe engineerinng property
testts to determine the amo
ount of particle breakagee due to thee crushing eeffect of the
imp
pact and vib
bratory com
mpaction, staatic compression, and/oor direct shhear testing.
Eacch of these post particlle-size analy
yses were tthen comparred to the aaverage asreceeived particlle-size analy
ysis of the LW
WA-FG seleected as the first (1st) trial dry sieve
testt shown in Figure 2.
2.2..1Effect of Compaction
C
Energy
To
T study thee effect of compaction
n energy tw
wo impact coompaction ttests and a
vibratory comp
paction test were
w conducted on the L
LWA-FG maaterial. The first impact
com
mpaction tesst was cond
ducted as a single speecimen test compacted under dry
con
nditions follo
owing ASTM
M D1557 (2012c) methood C. The test was condducted with
a 44
4.48 N (10 lbf) hammer being dropp
ped from a hheight of 4577.2 mm (18 iin) 56 times
into
o a 152.4 mm
m (6.0 in) diiameter mold
d having a hheight of 1166.8 mm (4.66 in) with 5layeers of the LWA-FG
L
maaterial develloping a com
mpactive efffort of 2,7000 kN-m/m3
3
(56
6,000 lbf-ft/ft
ft ). The second impact compaction test was alsso conductedd as a single
speecimen test compacted under dry conditions following a modified version off
ASTM D1557 (2012c) meethod C. Th
he test was cconducted w
with a 44.488 N (10 lbf)
ham
mmer being dropped from a height of
o 457.2 mm
m (18 in) 25 times into a 152.4 mm
(6.0
0 in) diametter mold haaving a heig
ght of 116.8 mm (4.6 inn) with 5-laayers of the
LW
WA-FG mateerial develop
ping a comp
pactive effoort of 1,200 kN-m/m3 ((25,000 lbf3
ft/ft
ft ). The second
s
test used a lower level oof compacttive effort which was
app
proximately half of the modified
m
en
nergy per AS
STM D15577 (2012c) annd twice the
eneergy of the sttandard enerrgy per ASTM
M D698 (20012b).
In
n addition to the impaact compacction tests, a vibratoryy compaction test was
con
nducted follo
owing ASTM
M D4253 (20
014b) to deteermine the m
maximum inndex density
and
d unit weigh
ht of the LW
WA-FG. Thee test was coonducted onn a single tesst specimen
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under dry conditions using a 279.4 mm (11 in) diameter mold having a height of
231.8 mm (9.125 in). For comparison a minimum index density and unit weight test
was conducted on the LWA-FG following ASTM D4254 (2014c) using the same size
mold.
2.2.2Effect of Static Compression
To study effect of static compression on the LWA-FG material two onedimensional (1-D) sustained static compaction tests were conducted following ASTM
D2435/D2435M (2011b). Eight incrementally increasing static loads (loading) were
applied by doubling the load increment ranging from 6 kPa to 766 kPa (125 up to
16,000 psf) and three incremental decreasing static loads (unloading) from 766 kPa
(16,000 psf) to 12 kPa (250 psf) in increments of 192, 48 and 12 kPa (4,000, 1,000
and 250 psf). The first test was conducted with load durations of 15 minutes and the
second test was conducted with load durations of 4 hours.
In addition to the incrementally loaded sustained static compaction test, a sustained
load (creep) test was conducted following the methodology of ASTM
D2435/D2435M (2011b) on the LWA-FG material. In this test, a constant load of 24
kPa (500 psf) was maintained on the specimen of LWA-FG for 10,025 minutes
(approximately 7 days) where vertical deformation measurements were taken every 5
minutes.
2.2.3Effect of Direct Shear Testing
To study the effect of direct shear testing on the LWA-FG material two sets of
direct shear tests were conducted following ASTM D3080/D3080M (2011c) using a
large scale direct shear device. The shear box was 305 mm by 305mm (12 in by 12
in) in plane and had a total depth of 153 mm (6 in). Each set of tests (a test series)
was conducted under a range of normal stresses where each normal stress was applied
for 15 minutes prior to the initiating shear deformation at a rate of 1 mm/min (0.04
in/min). The first test series was conducted on the as-received LWA-FG material
placed in the shear box with no compactive effort (at approximately the bulk density)
under the normal stresses of 14.4, 35.9, 57.5, 144, 287, and 426 kPa (300, 750, 1200,
3,000, 6,000 and 8,900 psf). The second test series was conducted using LWA-FG
material that had undergone modified Proctor compaction ASTM D1557 (2012c)
method C energy and then placed in the shear box for testing under the normal
stresses of 144, 287, and 426 kPa (3,000, 6,000 and 8,900 psf). All of the direct shear
tests were conducted under dry conditions.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1Effect of Compaction Energy
The results from the first impact compaction test following ASTM D1557 (2012c)
method C produced a density of 612 kg/m3 (38.23 pcf). During the second test using a
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modified level of compactiive energy prroduced dennsity of 536 kkg/m3 (33.48 pcf). This
is a significantt increase in
n density com
mpared to thhe average bulk densityy of the asreceeived materiial (227.2 kg
g/m3 (14.2 pcf)).
p
This iis an increasse of 2.4 to 22.7 times in
den
nsity due priimarily to am
mount of particle breakaage from thee crushing eeffect of the
com
mpactive eneergy. This paarticle breakage is shownn in Figure 33.
After
A
initial sieving
s
using
g the dry meethod a visuual observatioon was madde that there
seemed to be excess
e
fines attached to the broken pparticles of the LWA-F
FG material.
Add
ditional siev
ving was co
onducted usiing the wet method, whhich clearlyy shows the
effeect of the fin
ne content th
hat was attaached to the larger particcles. Figuree 3 presents
the differences between drry and wet sieving
s
on tthe LWA-FG
G material aafter impact
com
mpaction. Itt can be seen
n that the un
niformly graaded as-receiived LWA-F
FG material
hass transformed
d into a well-graded maaterial becauuse of the im
mpact compaaction. This
chaange in partticle distribu
ution will have
h
a signnificant effeect on the eengineering
pro
operties of th
he LWA-FG material.

FIG.
F
3. Partiicle size disttribution off impact com
mpacted speecimens of L
LWA-FG
compared
d to the as-rreceived LW
WA-FG matterial.
The
T results frrom the vibrratory compaaction test pproduced a m
maximum inndex density
3
of 325
3 kg/m (20.29
(
pcf). This is an increase in density com
mpared to the minimum
ind
dex density of
o 227 kg/m
m3 (14.18 pccf) which is also very ssimilar to thhe measured
aveerage bulk density. Tho
ough this chaange in denssity is an inccrease of 1.44 times it is
prim
marily due to
o the rearran
ngement of the
t particles and not duee to a significcant change
in particle
p
distrribution as shown
s
in Figure 4. Beccause there was very liittle particle
breakage, only
y the dry method
m
of sieving was used. Addditionally, tthe particle
disttribution rem
mained unifo
ormly gradeed when com
mpared to thhe as-receivved material
with the particles becoming
g slightly fin
ner in distribuution.

FIIG. 4. Particcle size distrribution of vibratory
v
coompacted sp
pecimen of LWA-FG
ma
aterial comp
pared to thee as-receiveed LWA-FG
G material.
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3.2E
Effect of Sta
atic Compreession
The
T results frrom the stattic compresssion testing on the LWA
A-FG follow
wing ASTM
D24
435/D2435M
M (2011b) are
a presented
d in Figure 55. There waas very simiilar stress –
straain behaviorr for both loading duratiions throughh a vertical sstress of 96 kPa (2,000
psf)
f). Once thee vertical strress incremeent increasedd beyond 1992 kPa (40000 psf) there
wass an increasee in vertical strain for thee longer loadd duration oof 4 hours. A
Additionally,
sincce the LWA
A-FG material is a granu
ular materiaal there was no significaant rebound
resp
ponse due to
o the unloadiing back to a vertical streess of 12 kP
Pa (250 psf).
Looking
L
at th
he vertical displacemen
nt vs. log o f time plotss yielded ann unreliably
deteermination of
o the coeffiicient of con
nsolidation ssince the behhavior of the LWA-FG
doees not follow
wing the traditional theo
ory of 1-D consolidatioon since the material is
granular in natu
ure. To addrress this an analysis of the secondaary slope of the vertical
disp
placement vs. log of tim
me plots was made. Thiss was accom
mplished by ddetermining
the slope of th
he displacem
ment – timee curve for the 15-minuute load duuration tests
betw
ween 4 and 15 minutes and the corrresponding vvertical defoormations foor each test.
Forr the 4-hour load duratio
on tests, the slope was ddetermined between 1 aand 4 hours
for and the corresponding
g vertical deeformations each test. Figure 6 ppresents the
calcculated slopes, which haave been ideentified as ssecondary sloopes vs. verrtical stress.
Loo
oking at the results in Fiigure 6 clearrly shows thaat the 15-minute load duurations had
a higher
h
secon
ndary slope for
f all of th
he loading inncrements ccompared to the 4-hour
load
d durations which ind
dicates that vertical di splacement (settlementt) was still
con
ntinuing at th
he time the teests were terrminated.
Figure 7 pressents the chaange in partticle size disstribution off the LWA-F
FG material
c
n) testing. Since the 44-hour load
duee to the stattic compression (1-D consolidation
durration tests produced
p
a larger amoun
nt of verticaal strain com
mpared to thee 15-minute
load
d duration teests this datta has been presented
p
foor both wet aand dry sievve methods.
Thee particle diistribution cu
urves show that the LW
WA-FG material has beecome more
welll graded theen uniformly
y graded wh
hen compareed to the as--received m
material with
the particles beecoming inccreasing fineer in distribbution. Addditionally, thhere is very
littlle differencee between thee wet and drry sieve resuults.

havior of th e LWA-FG
G material under load
FIIG. 5. Vertiical stress vss. strain beh
durrations of 15
5 minutes an
nd 4 hours.
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FIG.
F
6. Secondary slopee vs. vertical stress behaavior of thee LWA-FG material.

FIG.
F
7. Partiicle size disttribution off static comp
pression speecimen of L
LWA-FG.
The
T
results from the sustained load (creepp) test connducted folllowing the
metthodology of
o ASTM D2435/D243
D
35M (2011bb) on the L
LWA-FG m
material are
presented in Fig
gure 8. In th
his test, a constant load oof 24 kPa (5500 psf) was maintained
on the specimen of LWA-F
FG for 10,02
25 minutes ( approximateely 7 days). Looking at
tail of the verrtical strain vs. time plot
p
(Figure 8) starting at 6000 m
minutes and
con
ntinuing to the
t end of th
he test show
ws a decreassing slope, w
which indicaates a creep
straain rate of 6.56
6
x 10-6 %/min
%
for th
he LWA-FG
G material. Figure 9 ppresents the
chaange in particcle size distrribution of th
he LWA-FG
G material duue to the susstained load
(creeep) test. Lo
ooking at thee particle disstribution shhows very litttle particle bbreakage so
only the dry method
m
of sieeving was ev
valuated. Addditionally, tthe particle distribution
rem
mained unifo
ormly gradeed when compared to the as-receiived materiaal with the
parrticles becom
ming slightly
y finer in disttribution.

FIG.
F
8. Verrtical strain vs. time forr the sustain
ned load (crreep) test conducted
under a co
onstant vertiical stress oof 24 kPa (5000 psf).
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FIG
G. 9. Particlle size distriibution of su
ustained loaad (creep) sspecimen off LWA-FG.
3.3E
Effect of Diirect Shear Testing
T
The
T results of the direct shear testing
g conducted following A
ASTM D30880/D3080M
(20
011c) using a large-scalee direct shear device arre presentedd Figure 10. Figure 10
presents the shear force vs. shear displlacements pllots for the ttwo sets of ddirect shear
testts. Figure 10a
1 presentss the data fo
or the direct shear testss conductedd on the asreceeived LWA-FG materiaal and show
ws that the m
material needed to achieeve a shear
disp
placement of
o at least 51 mm (2 in.)) to reach a m
maximum shhear strengthh with very
littlle to no sheaar strength reeduction oncce the peak sshear strengtth was reachhed. Figure
10b
b presents th
he data for the direct sh
hear tests connducted on the modifiedd LWA-FG
matterial and sh
hows that th
he material needed to aachieve a shhear displaceement of at
leasst 38 mm (1.5 in.) to reach a maxim
mum shear sstrength agaiin with veryy little to no
sheear strength reduction
r
on
nce the peak
k shear strenngth is reachhed. The testt conducted
und
der a normaal stress of 144 kPa (3000 psf) onn the modiffied LWA-F
FG material
perrformed simiilar to the ass-received LWA-FG
L
maaterial requirring a largerr amount off
sheear displacem
ment to achieeve the maxiimum shear strength.

FIG.
F
10. Shear force vss. displacem
ments plots ffrom direct shear testin
ng, a) asreceived
d LWA-FG and b) mod
dified LWA--FG.
The
T fitted sheear strength parameters for
f the testinng performedd on LWA-F
FG material
are presented in
n Table 2. Looking at the fitted shhear strengthh parameterss for the asreceeived LWA--FG materiaal there is cleearly a curviilinear respoonse in the development
of shear
s
streng
gth as a funcction of norm
mal stress. The shear sstrength parrameters for
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the low normaal stress ran
nge (14.4 to 57.5 kPa) are very sim
milar to thoose that are
presented in Taable 1. Addittionally, therre is a transiition point arround the noormal stress
of 96
9 kPa (200
00 psf) where the shearring behavioor of the parrticles switcches from a
fricctional respo
onse (high frriction anglee) to a crushhing responsse (lower friiction angle
and
d an increasee in cohesio
on). This poiint of transittion around 96 kPa (2000 psf) can
also
o be seen in Figure 6 wh
here there was
w significan
ant increase iin vertical ddeformation.
Bassed on the measured
m
sh
hear strength
h parameterss for the higgh normal sstress range
(14
44 to 426 kP
Pa) there is an
a increase in
i frictional strength as a function oof modified
parrticles due to
o the modified compactiive energy pprior to sheaar displacem
ment. If this
matterial were a naturally fo
ormed gravel material haaving a simillar particle ddistribution,
onee would anticipate cohession closer to
o zero for thhe applied raange of norm
mal stresses.
Thee measured cohesion in
ndicates a strength
s
thatt develops iindependentt of normal
streess that is a function off additional particle
p
degrradation duee to the sheaaring of the
parrticles.
TAB
BLE 2. Measured shearr strength p
parameters oof LWA-FG
G
Tested Matterial
Ass-received LWA-FG
Ass-received LWA-FG
Ass-received LWA-FG
Modified
M
LW
WA-FG

Range
R
of No
ormal
Stress (kP
Pa)
14.4 to 57
7.5
35.9 to 14
44
144 to 42
26
144 to 42
26

P
Peak Frictionn
Angle (º)
56
29
27
31

Peakk Cohesion
(kPa)
2.1
45.8
46.0
51.5

Figure
F
11 presents the ch
hange in parrticle size di stribution off the LWA-F
FG material
duee to direct sh
hear testing. Figure 11a presents thee particle disstribution cuurves for the
as-rreceived LW
WA-FG matterial after testing
t
for bboth wet annd dry sievve methods.
Fig
gure 11b pressents the parrticle distribu
ution curve ffor the modiified LWA-F
FG material
afteer testing fo
or only the wet
w sieve method.
m
From
m Figure 111a there wass clearly an
effeect of wet siieving comp
pared to the dry sieve m
method sincee the amountt of particle
deg
gradation waas similar to what was fo
ound during the impact ccompaction tests on the
LW
WA-FG mateerial. Similaar to the imp
pact compa ction tests iit can be seeen that the
uniformly grad
ded as-receiv
ved LWA-FG
G material hhas transform
med into a w
well-graded
matterial becausse of the dirrect shear teesting and thhe modified LWA-FG m
material has
beccome increassingly more well graded.. Again, thiss change in pparticle distrribution has
a siignificant efffect on the engineering
e
properties oof the LWA--FG materiaal especially
with regard to the
t direct sheear strength of the materrial.

FIG. 11. Partticle size disstribution of LWA-FG after directt shear testiing, a) asreceiv
ved LWA-F
FG and b) modified
m
LW
WA-FG with
h comparisoon.
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4. CONCLUSI
C
IONS
A preliminarry laboratorry study haas been preesented to eevaluate thee effect off
com
mpaction energy on the gradation, compressionn (consolidaation), and ddirect shear
streength behav
vior of a LW
WA-FG maaterial produuced in the USA. Thiss paper has
pro
ovided usefull laboratory testing dataa showing thhe effect of pparticle breakkage on the
eng
gineering prroperty testing of LW
WA-FG maaterial for comparisonn to field
obsservations and
a
measureed field peerformance, which shoould be thee focus off
con
ntinuing stud
dy. Figure 13
1 presents a summary oof the particcle size distriibutions for
the various eng
gineering pro
operty tests on
o the LWA
A-FG materiaal with a com
mparison to
the as-received LWA-FG material.
m
From the daata presented
d in Figure 12, the LW
WA-FG maaterial is a very brittle
matterial that im
mproves its mechanical
m
engineering
e
properties aas a functionn of particle
breakage. Thee material traansforms fro
om a uniform
mly graded material to a very well
paction enerrgy through either impaact or direct
graded materiaal as a function of comp
sheear testing. Static loadin
ng when thee vertical strress is greateer than 192 kPa (4,000
psf)
f) has a mod
derate effectt on the partticle distribuution and prroducing finner particles
app
proaching a well
w graded distribution
n. The effecct of vibratorry compactioon has very
littlle effect on
n the particlle distributiion allowingg the LWA
A-FG to maaintaining a
uniform gradatiion with slig
ghtly finer paarticles.

FIG. 12. Su
ummary of particle
p
sizee distributioons for the vvarious engiineering
property tests on thee LWA-FG compared tto the as-recceived LWA
A-FG.
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